1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Protein networks in cells are highly complex, involving large numbers of molecules. The ErbB signalling pathways \[[@r1]\], for example, involve hundreds of interacting molecules. Our understanding of their dependence, for example on drug application, would benefit from methods which allow multiple proteins to be imaged simultaneously.

Single molecule fluorescence methods \[[@r2]\] are well suited to studying signalling events because they allow molecules to be studied at physiological concentrations. Furthermore, rare or unsynchronised signalling events are not masked by the ensemble average. By using multiple fluorophore tags, multiple proteins in a pathway can be studied using multicolour fluorescence imaging. The properties of the fluorescence from the individual molecules, including intensity, position and wavelength, permit, for example, the diffusion rates and oligomerisation of signalling proteins to be determined through time \[[@r3]\].

The mercury or Xenon arc lamp is the standard light source for conventional widefield fluorescence microscopy. At its simplest, multicolour fluorescence imaging of a single sample can be achieved by using separate bandpass filters for each fluorophore in turn. To image the different fluorophores simultaneously, the microscope can be equipped with multiband filters and image splitting optics, in which dichroic beamsplitters direct the fluorescence to different regions of the detector according to their wavelength.

However, these light sources are rarely used for objective-type total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) \[[@r4]\], which has become the method of choice for imaging single molecules in the plasma membranes of live cells \[[@r3],[@r5]--[@r7]\]. In a TIRF microscope, the excitation beam must exit the objective lens at an angle greater than the critical angle for the sample being imaged and therefore be restricted to passing through points within a thin annulus in the back focal plane. This would involve blocking most of the output of the lamp, which is designed to fill the back aperture of the objective, and the resultant power throughput is insufficient for single molecule TIRFM. Laser excitation, which is easily focused to a point at the edge of the back focal plane, is therefore usually used in TIRFM. Lasers have an additional advantage in that their output is polarised, which is useful for many applications \[[@r8]\].

Multicolour laser excitation can be achieved either using a laser with multiple lines or by combining the beams from multiple lasers. For reasons of cost and size, compact lasers are usually employed, but these are not tuneable and hence it is necessary to realign different lasers into the microscope each time the excitation wavelength needs to be changed. Furthermore, lasers are not available for all wavelengths. Highly complex setups are required when the number of lasers is increased to three or four \[[@r9]\]. Although devices to combine laser outputs are available commercially, there is not day-to-day freedom to change the lasers within them.

Choosing a fluorophore for a particular experiment involves balancing its photophysical properties (excitation and emission spectra, brightness, photostability), the excitation sources available and the ease of tagging the target molecule with the dye. Cost considerations mean that most laboratories do not possess lasers that excite optimally all of the fluorophores that are used.

The ideal light source for single molecule TIRFM would combine the spectral properties of an arc lamp with the power and control of a laser. We present here, therefore, the application of white-light supercontinuum laser sources to single-molecule TIRFM. This convenience of having multiple wavelengths from a single laser has previously been exploited by other fluorescence microscopies, such as confocal microscopy \[[@r10]\], fluorescence lifetime imaging \[[@r11]\] and STED \[[@r12]\], but this is the first time that a supercontinuum source has been used in wide-field imaging of single molecules. We demonstrate a relatively low cost and compact instrument for multicolour imaging of single molecules in live cell membranes with the flexibility to image a wide range of different fluorophores.

2. Instrumentation {#sec1-2}
==================

The supercontinuum (SC-450-8, Fianium, Southampton, UK) output nominally covers the range 470-2000 nm. An acousto-optical tuneable filter (AOTF) is used to select up to 8 wavelengths from this range. Because the width of the AOTF passbands increases with wavelength and because the spectral profile of the supercontinuum is not flat, it is necessary to select multiple wavelengths to obtain sufficient power at the blue end of the spectrum. (However, it is not possible to select wavelengths that are very close together without reducing the power throughput.) To excite the three fluorophores Alexa 488, Alexa 546 and Atto 647N, we used the spectrum shown in [Fig. 1a](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Spectra of laser sources used for multicolour imaging of Alexa 488, Alexa 546 and Atto 647N. (a) Supercontinuum with AOTF, (b) Single-wavelength lasers.. We used 4 of the channels to excite Alexa 488 (476, 481, 487 and 491 nm) and 2 channels to excite Alexa 546 (557 and 564 nm) to achieve a similar power level to the 638 nm channel used to excite Atto 647N.

To demonstrate that the supercontinuum laser provides comparable performance to fixed wavelength lasers, we also used three such lasers (Calypso 491 nm, Cobolt, Solna, Sweden; SLIM 561 nm, Oxxius, Lannion, France; IQ1C30 639 nm, Power Technology, Alexander, USA) suited to exciting the same three fluorophores. The narrow spectra of these lasers are shown in [Fig. 1b](#g001){ref-type="fig"}, for comparison.

The output from the AOTF was coupled into the rear port of the microscope (Axio Observer, Zeiss) via a polarization-maintaining optical fibre (HP460, Thorlabs, Newton, USA) and custom-built TIRF module. In the alternative setup, the three single-wavelength lasers were coupled to the TIRF module via a polarization-maintaining wavelength multiplexer (Oz Optics, Ottawa, Canada). Using an image splitter (Optosplit III, Cairn Research, Faversham, UK), the resultant fluorescence was split into three wavelength bands, one for each fluorophore, which were imaged simultaneously onto different regions of the electron-multiplying CCD (iXon+, Andor, Belfast, UK) ([Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Multicolour total internal reflection microscope, with either a supercontinuum laser or multiplexed single-wavelength lasers as the excitation source.).

3. Single molecule imaging {#sec1-3}
==========================

We demonstrated multicolour single molecule detection of signalling proteins on live cells using the human T47D breast cancer cell line. 0.2 nM of each of EGF-Alexa 488, EGF-Alexa 546 and EGF-Atto 647N were all added to the same cell sample, incubated for 15 minutes, washed and imaged immediately, i.e. before ErbB receptor aggregation in coated pits and cell death. Using the supercontinuum, the AOTF channels indicated above and a multiband filter set (LF405/488/561/635; Semrock, Rochester, USA) in the microscope, the total power out of the objective was 0.98 mW for the 475-495 nm range, 0.95 mW for the 550-570 nm range and 0.78 mW for the 635-645 nm range. These powers are similar to those reported by others for single molecule imaging in cells \[[@r5],[@r7],[@r13]\]. The position of the achromatic lens used to couple the beam into the fibre was set to maximise the transmitted power \<500 nm as the supercontinuum output is lower in this wavelength range and Alexa 488 is the dimmest of the three dyes. The image splitter contained FF560 and FF650 dichroic beamsplitters and FF525/50, HQ590/60M and FF697/75 clean-up filters (Semrock or Chroma, Brattleboro, USA) in the 3 channels.

[Figure 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Multicolour single molecule imaging with supercontinuum excitation. (a) White light transmission and single molecule fluorescence images of live T47D cells labelled with EGF-Alexa 488, EGF-Alexa 546 and EGF-Atto 647N, focused at the basolateral membrane. Images were acquired at 10 Hz. Scale bar = 5 µm. (Note: Image registration was performed on the acquired sub-images, which were then remapped to a common reference space to produce the images shown here.) The green squares indicate the molecules analysed in (b), whose locations within the cell are indicated by the red squares. (b) Detail images of the areas around the three analysed molecules in each wavelength band and plots of the intensities of the molecules over time. Scale bar = 1 µm. shows that the supercontinuum laser is a suitable source for imaging single molecules in live cells. Typical images of the different splitter channels are shown in [Fig. 3a](#g003){ref-type="fig"}. Molecules were identified and their intensites over time determined using custom-written software \[[@r14]\] ([Fig. 3b](#g003){ref-type="fig"}). Careful filter selection is imperative with the supercontinuum because other (unwanted) excitation wavelengths appear in the spectrum when multiple AOTF channels are selected, albeit at a very low intensity (and hence are not seen in [Fig. 1a](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). The fluorescence intensity over time shows characteristics typical of single molecules, including two-step photobleaching (Alexa 488 and Atto 647N) and blinking (Alexa 546). Note that it is significantly more challenging to image single molecules in live cells than in vitro because the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is much poorer - the molecules are not spatially fixed, the evanescent field is less uniform and there is an autofluorescence component to the signal. In the 660-695 nm channel, the SNR is much higher, which we attribute to both the superior brightness of Atto 647N and the reduction in autofluorescence with increasing wavelength.

Similar results are obtained when single wavelength lasers are used. [Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Multicolour single molecule imaging with multiplexed single-wavelength laser excitation. (a) Detail images of the area around two colocalised EGF-Alexa 546 molecules on live T47D cells, in each wavelength band. Images were acquired at 10 Hz. Scale bar = 1 µm. (b) Intensities of typical EGF-Alexa 488, EGF-Alexa 546 and EGF-Atto 647N molecules. shows that the characteristic bleaching and blinking behaviour of single molecules is again seen. For example, the fluorescence intensity from Alexa 546 drops to zero in two equal steps, indicating the presence of two colocalised molecules. In this case, the intensities of the 491, 561 and 639 nm lasers out of the objective were 4.1, 1.85 and 4.0 mW respectively; all other experimental details were the same.

We can also use the supercontinuum to show the binding of the EGF ligand to its receptor ([Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Multicolour single molecule colocalisation imaging with supercontinuum laser excitation. Intensities v time of colocalised ErbB1-EGFP and EGF-Cy3.5 molecules on live CHO cells and detail images of the area around them, in each wavelength band, at the times indicated. The highlighting squares are green at time points when fluorescence features are detected and yellow when they are not. Images were acquired at 10 Hz. Scale bar = 1 µm.). We used the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line, expressing ErbB1 labelled with EGFP. 0.2 nM EGF-Cy3.5 was added to the live cells for 15 minutes, then washed twice with PBS and imaged immediately. The \~490 and \~580 nm excitation powers out of the objective were 1.12 and 2.05 mW respectively. We used a FITC/TxRed filter set (Semrock) in the microscope and a Q565LP dichroic beamsplitter (Chroma) with FF525/50 and FF620/52 filters (Semrock) in the image splitter. The detail images show that the ligand and receptor are colocalised. The Cy3.5 shows frequent blinking behaviour between two intensities before bleaching completely, revealing that it is a single molecule, but the EGFP intensity trace does not show single-step photobleaching. This is to be expected with live cells as the receptors are free to move. However, it is probable that the fluorescence is due to a single EGFP molecule, because its intensity is comparable to other molecules within the complete image (data not shown), and the decline in intensity over several frames at the end of the trace can be attributed to movement of the complex in the z-axis.

These results also demonstrate the benefits of the supercontinuum source for imaging a wide range of fluorophores. EGFP has very similar spectral properties to Alexa 488 and the 491 nm laser used earlier could be used to excite it equally well. Cy3.5, however, is typically excited at 561 nm because that is a readily available compact laser and commercial filter sets are optimised for it. Unfortunately, the absorption peak of Cy3.5 is at 580 nm. The absorption at 561 nm is \~40% less, which may be sufficient for ensemble fluorescence imaging, but is not ideal for the low SNR found with single molecule detection. The advantage of the supercontinuum laser in imaging dyes such as Cy3.5 is that they can be excited optimally, i.e. at their absorption peak. The trivial changes to the setup that were required to switch from imaging the sample in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} to that in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} were the replacement of the filter cubes in the microscope and the image splitter and the selection of different AOTF wavelengths.

4. Conclusion {#sec1-4}
=============

We have demonstrated that supercontinuum lasers provide a flexible excitation source for single molecule fluorescence imaging and provide sufficient intensity for single molecule detection in live cells. They reduce the compromises that have to be made between lasers, dyes and filter sets by providing optimum excitation wavelengths. We have shown that we can determine the intensities of single molecules and follow them through time. These could be used to measure diffusion rates, stoichiometries, clustering and separations of multiple signalling receptors and ligands in live cells. By tagging different members of the ErbB receptor family with different fluorophores, we will be able to study the patterns of association between ErbB1, ErbB2 and ErbB3, for example.

In this paper, we have used a computer-controlled AOTF so that the setup is simple to use for a typical microscopist. Higher incident powers could be achieved using bandpass filters to select wavelengths from the laser, but at the expense of flexibility and ease of use. However, the lower excitation intensities used here are typical for imaging single molecules on cells, rather than in vitro. Many experiments with live cells require molecules to be observed continuously over tens of seconds, which is only possible if the incident power is low enough that most of the fluorophore molecules do not photobleach during this period.

Although a supercontinuum source has previously been incorporated into evanescent field microscopes, both in TIRF \[[@r15]\] and waveguide \[[@r16]\] modes, the excitation power at the sample was insufficient for single molecule detection and the ability to simultaneously excite and detect multiple wavelengths was not exploited.

We note that we do not exploit the fact that the supercontinuum source is pulsed with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Replacement of the CCD with a gated imager would enable a versatile single molecule FLIM microscope, combining the ideas of \[[@r15]\] and \[[@r17]\].
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